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Set PAR-30 Spot bk + LED PAR-30
RGB/WW/CW WiFi
 

Art. No.: 20000945
GTIN: 4026397713381

Features:

EUROLITE PAR-30 Spot black

PAR-30 housing with E27 socket (with plug + cable)
- 4 clip-to-hold clamps with spring locks for comfortable opening of

the color filter frame

- Strong clamps with extension springs for safe hold and for quick
opening of the rear housing cover

- Blackened tube for precise light output
- Suitable for different spot angles
- Small lighting-systems can also be realized with a small budget
- Control via plug and play
- With Mounting bracket
- For PAR 30
- For application areas such as: Advertisement/Shop window;

Decoration; Clubs/dancing school

 Package contents
- 1 x spotlight, 1 x mounting bracket, 1 x filter frame, 1 x user manual



OMNILUX LED PAR-30 RGB/WW/CW WiFi



Smart Wi-Fi bulb RGB+CCT, controlled via app, Alexa & Google
Home
- Multicolor LED bulb with Wi-Fi technology for a smart home
- Works without a bridge or hub--simply connect to a 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi

network and you're ready to go!

- Variable color temperature 2700 K - 6500 K
- Control via Wi-Fi; Smart Life app; Amazon Alexa; Google Assistant;

IFTTT

- Good color rendering index (CRI)
- 2.4 GHz license-free worldwide
- Dimmer electronic; color fade adjustable; color change adjustable;

color blend stepless; color selection; program speed adjustable;
program selection

 Package contents
- 1 x illuminant, 1 x declaration of conformity, 1 x user manual
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